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Abstract
Parallel coordinates are an established technique to visualize multivariate data. Since these graphs are generally hard to read,
we need interaction techniques to judge them accurately. Adding to the existing brushing techniques used in parallel coordinate
plots, we present a triangular selection that highlights lines with a single click-and-drag mouse motion. Our selection starts by
clicking on an axis and dragging the mouse away to select different ranges of lines. The position of the mouse determines the
angle and the scope of the selection. We refined the interaction by running and adapting our method in two small user studies
and present the most intuitive version to use.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; Interaction techniques;

1. Motivation

2. Related Work

The visualization of multivariate data brings several challenges in
terms of screen space and interaction. Parallel coordinates [Ins09]
have become a well-known and increasingly used visualization
technique for the visualization of multivariate data [JF16]. When
using parallel coordinates in data analysis, interaction plays an important role [FL03] in enhancing analysis. Besides interacting with
the axes (e.g., sorting), brushing is considered one of the most important interaction concepts in parallel coordinates plots. Brushing
enables the users to select individual or multiple lines (i.e., data
items) in a parallel coordinates plot. This is done by setting a brush
(e.g., rectangle or lasso) and computing its intersection with the
underlying data lines.

Parallel coordinates are a well-studied technique [HW13], yet
they are difficult to comprehend. Hence, several improvements
have been suggested. For example, researchers proposed to apply illustrative representations [MM08] and focus+context techniques [NH06] to parallel coordinates to enhance perception.
Density-based representations [HW09] and edge-bundling techniques [PBO∗ 14] are proposed to deal with overplotting for large
datasets. Effective interaction techniques, like selections, are crucial for users to deal with dense representations [Sii00].

Multiple brushes [HW13] can be combined with logical operations (AND and OR) to further filter the data. For example, one
could imagine defining two brushes–one for a specific range on
axis x1 and another for a specific range on axis x2 . By combining
them with a logical AND, the user will see all data defined within
both ranges (i.e., all lines that ”go through” both brushes). The definition of filter operations over multiple domains (i.e., axes) usually
requires a sequence of different mouse interactions. In the previous example, users will have to define two brushes on two different
axes, which require the same operation (click and drag) twice.
We present a novel method for selecting a subset of lines in a
parallel coordinates plot. Our method allows users to specify the
subset based on two axes but only one mouse operation. While a
lasso selects all lines within the selected region, our techniques only
selects lines in a particular region with a particular direction.

In this paper, we specifically concentrate on brushing in parallel
coordinates. Classical approaches include
• selecting values on an axis,
• range selection on axes, and
• brushing (e.g., using a line or lasso) in between axes.
In multi-dimensional settings, brushes can also be combined [MW95] to allow higher-order selections [War94, War97].
Multi-dimensional and higher-order brushing is an active research
area. Here, researchers include additional guidance [RLS∗ 19] to
deal with high-density parallel coordinates [REB∗ 16]. Another
brushing technique is described by angular selection [HLD02]
where users can define line subsets based on an angle at a specific point in the plot. Previous work suggests that interaction with
parallel coordinates is intuitive and combining different methods
for brushing can lead to increased performance for users [SR06].
In line with these findings, our new selection method can be seen
as a combination of angular selection [HLD02] and multi-range selection [War97].
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Figure 1: Selective Angular Brushing (basic concept). The selection method is shown in four steps–the red outlines have been added for
clarity and are not part of the implementation. I) The interaction starts with a click on the axis, where all lines going through that point are
highlighted. II) By dragging the mouse away from the axis, the circle selection changes to a triangle that highlights only lines beneath the
triangle. III) Dragging the mouse even further narrows the region and in this way selects fewer lines. IV) Changing the angle is still possible
anytime and also changes the selection.

two ranges on two axes, which was tedious. Therefore, we came up
with a new solution to answer these questions more quickly.
3.1. Basic Concept

Figure 2: Basic concept. Starting from a value v1 an imaginary
line a can be drawn to the current mouse position pm . Based on the
angle between a and the axis, the lines b and c can be drawn. The
endpoints of these lines define the line s, which is perpendicular to
a and is located at the current mouse position.

3. Selection Design
Our novel method Selective Angular Brushing is based on two main
concepts:
• Allow line selection based on the angle between two axes (similar to Hauser et al. [HLD02]).
• Enable users to do the selection with one single mouse operation.
The idea evolved out of working with data on student grades
where the axes defined grades for specific lectures. In our case,
users wanted to quickly verify whether students improved or deteriorated from one lecture to another. Basically, they wanted to
verify ”which lines move up from one specific point”, ”which lines
are parallel”, and ”which lines go downwards”. Using the classical
concept of multi-range selections, it was necessary to operate with

Selective Angular Brushing is based on the mouse operation clickand-drag. The different steps of the selection process are outlined
in Figure 1. Selective Angular Brushing starts with the user clicking on one axis in a parallel coordinates plot (step I). This initially
selects all lines going through this point, shown by a circle centered
on the current value. By dragging the mouse away in a certain direction, only the lines matching the current angle are selected (step
II). The mouse marker, which was originally a circle, changes its
shape to a triangle. Moving the mouse further away from the initial click shortens the triangle’s base, narrowing the selection (step
III). An isosceles triangle with the apex at the initial click position
and the center of the base at the mouse position shows the highlighted section. The mouse position can be changed at any time,
which changes the angle to the original point and the triangle shape
and, therefore, the selection (step IV). By now, releasing the mouse
button applies the current selection, although other operations (e.g.,
filtering) may also be possible.
The main parameters for defining the selection are the distance
and the angle between the axis and the current mouse position. Figure 2 shows the geometric concept. All data lines crossing the line s
closest to the mouse position will be selected. In other words, it can
be said that the triangle side s which is closest to the mouse pointer
defines the selection interval. The whole selection area (consisting
of the lines b, c, and s) is shown as an indicator. It should be noted,
however, that the selection is not made by selecting all lines that
somehow touch this area (compare step III in Figure 1).
The selection area is narrowed (i.e., the line s is shortened) the
further the user moves the mouse away from the original click
(compare step II and IV in Figure 1). When staying close to the
© 2021 The Author(s)
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sualization and selection, and then interacted with the plots independently. No explicit tasks were given, so the testers were free to
explore the interface and different data sets for up to 15 minutes.
Afterward, we asked the users to rate the intuitiveness of using this
technique in various parallel coordinate plots on a five-point Likert scale and if the plot’s shape influenced their experience. Finally,
we ended the interview with questions from the standard usability
scale (SUS) [Bro13] test.
Our participants found the selection method generally intuitive
to use, independent of size, shape, or number of lines (average 4.3
out of 5 points), but also reported, to some extent, that they would
need the support of a technical person to be able to use the system
(2.1 out of 5). Some users suggested that it would be more intuitive
to use the system if some visual guidance would show the current
selection. As a result, we adapted our implementation to include
the triangular-shaped visual representation of selection area.

Figure 3: The three test datasets we used in the second evaluation,
which were also used the first evaluation. A was previously called
(viii) wide, B (ii) twelve axes, and C was referred to as (iv) 36 lines
in the first evaluation. The focus of this evaluation was comparing
the selection method with and without the triangular guide.

original click position, all lines going through this position are selected. When moving further away, only lines crossing the selection
area stay selected. This means that more coarse selections are possible close to the original point, and more fine-grained selections
are possible when moving further away. The change in the size of
the selection area is up to the configuration done by the visualization designer and developer.
While this concept is easy to implement, we also wanted to evaluate whether Selective Angular Brushing is at the same time intuitive for users when interacting with parallel coordinates. We, therefore, conducted a user study on this (see Section 3.2). The results
were promising and indicated that the concept is understandable
even if the mouse markers (circle and triangle) are not shown.
3.2. Evaluation
Our evaluation of the intuitiveness of Selective Angular Brushing
consisted of two steps. In our first evaluation we conducted ten interviews of users with at least some experience using parallel coordinate plots. Important to note, in this first iteration we did not
include a visualization of the selection area, but rather just let the
users use the click-and-drag mouse operation to highlight lines directly. We used nine different parallel coordinate plots with i. two
axes, ii. twelve axes, iii. five lines, iv. 36 lines, a plot with three
axes and 15 lines that was v. large, vi. small, vii. tight but high,
viii. wide, and ix. a plot with actual student course data.
In individual digital interviews, which lasted approximately half
an hour each, we tested whether selecting lines based on clickand-drag operations is intuitive to use. Participants were asked to
share their screen. They received an initial explanation of the vi© 2021 The Author(s)
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For the second evaluation, we recruited four participants, two of
which already took part in the first round. Since the plots’ size did
not make a difference previously, we reduced the number of different charts to three, shown in Figure 3. Apart from the changes in
charts the study setup remained identical to the first one. We also
had the users compare the original version without visual guidance
versus the selection area highlighting (see Figure 1). This evaluation scored slightly higher marks for usability when the sample
included the visualization of the selection area. Interestingly, some
users suggested that they liked using the visualization without the
selection area being highlighted better–but only after they had a
few minutes to use it with the visual guide to understanding how
the mouse position is linked to the selected range.
We, therefore, conclude that Selective Angular Brushing is most
intuitively used when the selection area is shown. In cases where
the additional overlay might clutter the visualization, a short tutorial to familiarize the users with the selection method might be
sufficient to use the selection without guidance.
3.3. Extension to axes range selections
When working with dense datasets, a lot of lines are shown in the
plot, and then a simple click on an axis may not be enough for
users to select the desired range of values. We, therefore, decided
to extend Selective Angular Brushing to also work with range selectors [War97].
In this case, the selection with Selective Angular Brushing starts
with a click on a previously set range selector placed on one of
the plot axes. Again, a selection area is drawn when dragging the
mouse away from the axes, and all lines following the same angle
as the current selection are selected. Since we now start from a
range selector, the selection area now is not a triangle any more,
but rather a trapezoid. The area close to the mouse pointer becomes
more narrow when moving away from the axis, so that more finegrained selections are possible.
4. Implementation
We implemented two prototypes in web-based frameworks. To
demonstrate the basic concept (as described in Section 3.1) we
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Figure 4: Selective Angular Brushing (range selectors). In case of dense data to be shown, range selection might be used instead of a single
click on the axis. We could show that also in case of large datasets (A: 406 lines, B: 1, 458 lines, C: 19, 735 lines), Selective Angular Brushing
provides an intuitive way to interact with the data.

used Vue.js [You21] and D3 [Bos21] version 6. This prototype was
also used for the user evaluation (described in Section 3.2). We
then implemented a second prototype to demonstrate the extension
for range selections (described in Section 3.3) with D3 [Bos21]
version 6 (for the interactive elements), WebGL [Khr21] (for the
line rendering) and Angular [Goo21] version 11. The source code
is available at https://github.com/johanna-schmidt/
selective-angular-brushing.
5. Results
We tested Selective Angular Brushing with different datasets. The
results can be seen in Figure 4. We used three different datasets
to test our approach. In A a very small range selector is used, and
therefore the selection is very similar to our initial point-based basic approach. The dataset used here contains specifications of cars
from the 70s and 80s [Eva21] and consists of 406 lines. In B the
range selector covers a larger area on the axis, which also affects the
shape of the selection area. Even in a very dense data area, the data
points with a specific angle can be nicely selected. In this case, we
used data of the human freedom index [Kag21] which consisted of
1, 458 lines. In C a large range selector is used, and again, with Selective Angular Brushing it is possible to extract the data items with
specific characteristics based on the angle. Here we used a dataset
consisting of different parameters for energy prediction [Kag18],
which consisted of 19, 735 lines. The results indicate that Selective
Angular Brushing is a useful selection mechanism for both sparse
and dense datasets.
Because of the simplicity of the interaction, there are a number
of ideas on how Selective Angular Brushing can be extended and
further evaluated:
• Line rendering mechanisms We would like to note that for
our technique to work it is important that every polyline in the
parallel coordinates plot touches its exact value at every axis.
However, in other representations where, for example, smoothed
curves [GK03] are used, it cannot be guaranteed that the curves
touch the exact values. The initial click (basic concept) or a range
selector might then not reach all intended lines.

• Combinations Selective Angular Brushing always starts at an
axis, and could therefore easily be combined with a lasso brush–
which can be applied whenever the click-and-drag begins in the
space between two axes.
• Scalability We tested our approach with dense datasets (as seen
in Figure 4). In case of many lines being drawn in the parallel
coordinates plot, the performance of the technique depends on
how fast the intersection of the selector and the lines can be calculated. In case of 19, 735 lines, the calculation was still smooth
in a JavaScript setting. In case larger datasets are used (e.g., more
than 50, 000 lines), parallel threads to compute the intersection,
and faster drawing mechanisms (e.g., WebGL instead of SVG)
are beneficial. The number of axes does not influence the performance, since only two axes are considered for calculating the
selection.
• Mobile devices In the future we would like to explore the applicability of our approach on mobile devices with touch-and-drag
functionalities.
• Further evaluation The user study we conducted was based on
rather small and sparse datasets. In the future we would like
to conduct further studies to evaluate the usefulness of our approach for the analysis of large datasets.
• Other applications Selective Angular Brushing works on linebased visualizations and could potentially also be useful for
node-link diagrams and line charts.
6. Conclusion
This paper presents Selective Angular Brushing, a novel selection
mechanisms for parallel coordinates based on a single click-anddrag mouse operation. Starting from a point or range on an axis, our
technique allows to select all lines that follow a certain angle. This
makes it possible to select all lines that ”go up” or ”go downwards”
with one single operation, where previously multiple clicks (e.g.,
setting two ranges on two axes) were necessary. We conducted a
user study to evaluate the intuitiveness of our approach. In the future, we would like to further study the applicability for mobile devices, and further evaluate the combination with other interaction
and rendering techniques.
© 2021 The Author(s)
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